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Developing Marketing Materials for  
Legends Sports Leagues 
Abstract  
 We worked with Legends Sports Leagues, a not-for-profit 
recreational sports league, to help them with the next steps in mar-
keting for a national rollout via the franchising model. We re-
searched successful marketing and franchising practices, evaluated 
other leagues with established franchises, interviewed league offi-
cials, and surveyed people affiliated with the organization. Draw-
ing on this research, we created a set of recommendations to im-
prove the organization and created a set of marketing materials: a 
logo and promotional video for the newly established pickleball 
league, and a training manual and marketing brochure to assist po-
tential franchisees in setting up their own leagues.  
An Interactive Qualifying Project submitted to the Faculty of Worcester Polytechnic Institute in partial fulfillment  
of the requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Science  
 
 Recreational sports leagues are growing 
throughout the United States as interest in physi-
cal activity trends towards team oriented sports. 
In 2017, the Physical Activity Council found 
that 22.9% of the 216 million active Americans 
ages six and over participated in team sports 
(Physical Activity Council, 2018). Recreational 
sports leagues provide benefits to participants by 
fostering a sense of community and promoting 
physical activity. 
Legends Sports Leagues (LSL) is a not-
for-profit organization that has created, and 
managed recreational sports leagues for adults 
and youths in Northern Virginia since 2006 
(Legends Sports Leagues, 2016). In its thirteenth 
year of constant annual growth, Legends has de-
veloped leagues for four sports (baseball, basket-
ball, golf, and pickleball) that serve more than 
2,500 participants (Figure 1).  
 
Building on the growth of recreational 
sports leagues in general and Legends’ special 
success in Virginia, Legends sees an opportunity 
to expand across the United States through fran-
chising. Franchising is the process by which an 
established business allows a franchisee to use 
its expertise, name, ideas, and processes to 
start their own business in a different location. 
Other recreational sports leagues, including 
NZone Sports, i9 Sports, and Hi-Five Sports, 
have deployed this business model. 
As part of its franchising plan, we 
worked with Legends to develop training ma-
terials detailing how a Legends franchise 
should operate. Developing these and other 
franchising materials will allow future fran-
chisees to contribute to Legends’ growth and 
provide more recreational sports leagues to 
adults and youths across the country. 
  In addition to expansion 
via franchising, LSL also wants to 
maintain and increase membership 
across all of its own Northern Vir-
ginia leagues. The two longest ten-
ured sports leagues (baseball and 
basketball) have experienced an 
average yearly membership growth 
of about 15%. These two leagues 
have brought in upwards of 500 
and 1,000 players respectively in 
each of the past few years. The 
pickleball league showed high po-
tential for growth with over 70 
players in its first season in the 
spring of 2018, but the golf league, 
which began in 2016, has struggled 
to expand. We worked with LSL to 
examine their membership market-
ing and make recommendations. 
In summary, the purpose of this project 
was to help Legends Sports Leagues through the 
development of marketing materials and recom-
mendations for expansion. To accomplish this 
goal, we addressed four objectives (Figure 2): 
 
 Over a period of 14 weeks, our team ad-
dressed these objectives through an extensive 
literature review, interviews, a participant sur-
vey, and user tests to develop key deliverables 
including: a franchisee-training manual; a pick-
leball promotional video; and, other marketing 
materials and recommendations. In the follow-
ing section, we provide background information 
we gathered from Objectives #1 and #2. 
 
Understanding opportunities 
for recreational sports league 
expansion 
  
 Recreational sports leagues are increas-
ing in popularity across the United States as 
players seek others to join them. Studies indicate 
that organized sports offer participants many 
benefits beyond physical activity, including 
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Figure 1.  Basic information about LSL. 
Figure 2.  Project objectives. 
 mental health, social, and intellectual benefits. 
In this section, we discuss Legends Sports 
Leagues’ contributions to the growth of recrea-
tional sports, and review marketing and training 
material best practices that may influence the 
way Legends approaches its goal of expansion. 
 
Participation in recreational sports 
is growing 
 
 The Physical Activity Council’s Annual 
Participation Report (2018) states that 72% of 
the U.S. population ages six and over participat-
ed in sports and fitness activities last year. The 
total number of physically active Americans is 
approximately 216 million people. Since 2012, 
interest in activities has shifted towards outdoor 
recreation, fitness sports and team sports, while 
individual sports participation is on the decline 
(Figure 3). Even inactive people who aspire to 
participate in sports have indicated that they are 
more likely to be physically active if they can 
participate with others (Physical Activity Coun-
cil, 2018). Recreational sports leagues promote 
team sports over individual sports, capturing 
what is now a growing market. 
Out of the 216 million active Americans 
in 2017, 23% played team sports, including 
baseball and basketball (Figure 3). Figure 4 
shows that younger people (Millennials and 
Generation Z) dominate in team sports, and this 
probably reflects participation in school and col-
lege sports. Older generations do not have easy 
access to the same kinds of extracurricular ac-
tivities available to youths through school and 
town programs, and therefore their main source 
of organized team sports is through recreational 
leagues. The proportion of older participants is 
higher in the types of sports that recreational 
sports leagues offer, such as racquet sports 
(pickleball and tennis) and individual sports 
(golf). Leagues have grown because they offer a 
range of activities in various skill levels that ap-
peal to both youths and adults. Recreational 
sports leagues provide benefits to participants 
by fostering a sense of community and promot-
ing physical activity. 
 
Recreational sports offer many  
benefits 
 
 Erin Remaley (2017) suggests 
that the physical benefits that recrea-
tional sports leagues provide are their 
biggest draw. She states that the com-
bination of enjoyment and being held 
accountable to a team makes recrea-
tional sports leagues the perfect gym 
alternative. The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) recom-
mends that adults get at least 150 
minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic 
activity or 75 minutes of vigorous-
intensity aerobic activity every week 
to elicit health benefits (2018). Recre-
ational sports can help adults progress 
towards fulfilling these weekly activity goals. 
The Department of Health & Human 
Services (DHHS) suggests that regularly engag-
ing in physical activity may reduce the risk of 
developing several diseases like diabetes, cancer 
and cardiovascular disease; moreover they re-
port on a number of studies that have shown that 
physical activity helps with depression (2012) 
and a variety of other mental health issues 
(Figure 5).  
The Medical University of Vienna 
(2017) claims that recreational sports provide 
mental health benefits such as stress relief and 
may even prevent dementia by improving cog-
nitive abilities. Further, being active in sports 
also helps adolescents stay out of trouble, have a 
sense of purpose and boosts their self-
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Figure 3.  Total participation rate by activity 
from 2012 to 2017 (Physical Activity Council, 
2018).  
Figure 4. Types of participation by generation
(Physical Activity Council, 2018).  
 confidence. Erin Remaley (2017) suggests that 
team sports are beneficial for mental and social 
health because they encourage strategy, sponta-
neity, creativity and other mental skills not nec-
essary in individual sports. 
Phipps, Cooper, Shores, Williams, & 
Mize (2015) conducted a study that measured 
college students’ sense of community in intra-
mural sports by measuring four contributing 
factors: membership, influence, integration and 
fulfillment of needs, and shared emotional con-
nection. The study concluded that the students 
experience a greater level of overall sense of 
community the longer they participate in intra-
mural sports. Other studies have demonstrated 
intellectual benefits to recreational sports partic-
ipation, such as academic improvement, time 
management and communication skills (Kim, 
Sparvero, & Olmeda, 2016). Caitlin Cahow, a 
former member of the U.S. Women’s National 
Ice Hockey Team and a member of the Presi-
dent’s Council on Fitness, Sports & Nutrition, 
credits sports for the physical, social and emo-
tional benefits they provide, that can help indi-
viduals face other challenges in life (Walsh, 
2018). 
Given the benefits that recreational 
sports leagues provide, it is curious that more 
people do not participate in a sport. Herzog 
(2018) notes that, while team-based 
sport approaches offer a social and 
motivational way to live a healthy 
life, they need facilities, organiza-
tion, and a number of willing par-
ticipants to function. A Washing-
ton, DC based study concluded that 
the number of available fields and 
active play facilities directly corre-
lated to the physical activity levels 
of the children in that area (Roberts, Knight, 
Ray, & Saelens, 2016). Even with data suggest-
ing that recreational sports are beneficial, and 
that an increase in the number of play areas re-
sults in more involvement, the difficulties of 
obtaining facilities, fields, equipment, volun-
teers, and participants limit the number that ex-
ist. 
 
Legends Sports Leagues is growing 
 
 Adult recreational sports leagues exist 
across the U.S. (University of Wisconsin, 
2015). Some organizations, such as Sports 
Monster (n.d.), provide a searchable database of 
programs in several cities throughout the coun-
try. Leagues can be run by either a for-profit, or 
not-for-profit organization. Legends Sports 
Leagues is a not-for-profit organization that has 
created and managed recreational sports leagues 
in Northern Virginia since 2006 (Legends 
Sports Leagues, 2016). Founded by Ronald J. 
Cortese, Legends started with three adult base-
ball teams, consisting of players over the age of 
19. In the years following, the baseball league 
grew and Legends introduced a second sports 
league. What started as a league of six adult 
basketball teams has since expanded to include 
over 40 teams, consisting of both adult divi-
sions and a youth basketball program (Kulick, 
Eroshenko, Jaskoviak, & King, 2016). In the 
past few years, Legends has continued its ex-
pansion by introducing a golf league and a pick-
leball league. The golf league began in 2016, 
with 12 teams of two players each. Pickleball 
completed a very successful inaugural season in 
the spring of 2018, with over 70 participants on 
36 teams (Figure 4). Now in its thirteenth year 
of constant annual growth, Legends has over 
2,500 participants in four leagues (Figure 6). 
Legends fosters camaraderie and sports-
manship in its leagues, prioritizing enjoyment 
over competitiveness (Legends Sports Leagues, 
2016). The goal is to provide a recreational 
sports league for youths and adults who may 
not be the most athletic, but have a passion for 
sports. Legends Sports Leagues is inclusive and 
modifies rules to allow all members a chance to 
participate. Modification includes adjusting 
playing times to ensure every player has a 
chance to play and all players play for an equal 
amount of time. With four different sports 
(baseball, basketball, golf, and pickleball), Leg-
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Figure 6.  Total registrations per year across all 
Legends Sports Leagues.  
Figure 5.   Mental health benefits of physical activity 
(Western Australia Department of Sport and Recreation, 
2017).  
 ends has several leagues operating every sea-
son, giving eager players a chance to play the 
game during what would typically be the off-
season for the sport (Legends Sports Leagues, 
n.d.-a). While competition is not Legends main 
priority, it still exists in playoffs and champion-
ships, and team standings and statistics are up-
dated frequently on their website (Legends 
Sports Leagues, 2018b). The care and hard 
work that LSL puts into organizing its leagues 
ensures members feel like part of a community. 
 
Marketing strategies to increase 
membership 
 
In order for LSL to continue to grow, 
marketing will be a key factor. To market a 
product successfully, organizations must first 
understand the value of their product from the 
customer’s point of view (Drummond & Ensor, 
2005). The customers determine value by 
weighing the perceived benefits, such as the 
quality of the product and relationship with the 
organization, against the perceived sacrifices, 
such as price and time involved. A marketing 
plan should identify the benefits and sacrifices 
customers will make so that customers can de-
termine the product’s value for themselves. A 
marketing plan should also address the four C’s 
of marketing, as they put the focus 
on the consumer instead of the 
product (Newman, Peck, & 
Wilhide, 2013): 
A consumer focus creates a positive re-
lationship between the business and the con-
sumer, and relationships are important for a 
recreational sports league in order for members 
to stay season after season. Businesses should 
determine first what consumers want and need, 
and develop products to meet consumer de-
mands. For a recreational sports league, the 
product is membership in the league and its 
sports. According to a survey done by Kulick et 
al. in 2016, Legends players enjoy a league that 
is composed of “other adults with professional 
careers who have to work in the morning,” and 
not teenagers and streetball players. Legends 
also provides a competitive outlet — 48% of 
2016 survey respondents chose competition as 
a reason for joining Legends — while still en-
dorsing fun and camaraderie. Legends believes 
it has found a balance between competitiveness 
and fun. The marketing materials should show 
that the players’ wants and needs are being ad-
dressed. The second C, cost, does not just in-
clude the price of the product, but other associ-
ated costs, like family time players give up in 
order to go to games. The price to play in Leg-
ends leagues is higher than other local leagues 
(Table 1), but that discourages younger, more 
competitive players from joining and taking 
away from the relaxed approach Legends pro-
vides (Legends Sports Leagues, n.d.-a; Federal 
Baseball League, 2018; FXA Sports, 2018; 
McLean Youth Basketball, 2017; Ponce de Le-
on, 2016).  
Time is an important and often deter-
mining factor for players when joining a recrea-
tional sports league (personal communication, 
October 22, 2018). Legends seasons are short 
(around 10 games per season) and therefore are 
not a major time commitment, which is appeal-
ing for players who also have full time jobs. 
The marketing materials should address all of 
the costs so that the consumer can determine 
the value of the product. 
Convenience is a key factor because it 
is directly included in the consumers’ assess-
ment of a product’s value. For a recreational 
sports league, convenience is related to a varie-
ty of factors, such as the provision of equip-
ment, distance of games, and even the simplici-
ty of the rules. These factors vary according to 
the sports league in question, but should be 
communicated clearly to consumers in the mar-
keting materials. For example, Legends players 
must buy their uniforms for baseball and bas-
ketball, either from Legends directly or on their 
own, as long as the entire team has the same 
uniform. Legends provides baseballs, basket-
balls, and pickleballs for each game, as well as 
catcher’s gear and helmets for each baseball 
game. Communication is also important for 
recreational sports 
leagues because 
the line of com-
munication does 
not end when the 
consumer pays the 
registration fee 
and joins the 
league. There is 
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Table 1.  Registration fee comparisons of Northern Virginia recreational sports 
leagues.  
1. Consumer wants and needs; 
2. Cost of satisfying the wants 
and needs; 
3. Convenience of buying; and, 
4. Communication. 
 constant interaction throughout the entire sea-
son, and the quality of those interactions influ-
ences the consumer’s decision to return for fu-
ture seasons. Several ways to increase commu-
nication include having accessible managers or 
league commissioners, as well as places online 
to provide feedback and get information such as 
game times, standings, league rules and general 
league information. The Legends website pro-
vides all of that information, and game remind-
ers are sent out via email to players an hour be-
fore their games. Word of mouth communica-
tion between Legends players and their friends 
benefits the league because word of mouth and 
electronic word of mouth are “more influential 
than conventional marketing tools (Leung, Bai, 
& Stahura, 2015).” The findings from Leung et 
al. (2015) are evident in the 2016 Legends sur-
vey results, where 61% of players responded 
that they first heard of Legends through word  
of mouth. 
According to Phillips, Cordell, Church, 
& Moore (2013), there are three main motiva-
tions for using word of mouth to share opinions 
on products: functional, social, and emotional 
motivation. Functional motivation is the most 
common as it includes sharing useful infor-
mation with others who want to know more 
about a product. Legends players share infor-
mation about the league with their friends and 
family who do not know about the league, or 
who want to find out more about it. One goal  
of Legends’ online content and marketing mate-
rials should be to convey important basic infor-
mation so that members will be able to easily 
repeat that to their friends. Social motivation is 
different because people want to share their in-
terests, hobbies, and even brands they like. As 
Phillips et al. (2013) explained, social signaling 
is a term used to describe the human need to 
express our uniqueness through conversations 
and actions, and often times the way to do that 
is by sharing with others things we are passion-
ate about. For a company or organization, the 
more unique its products are, the more likely its 
customers are to share that uniqueness with oth-
ers. Legends marketing materials should ex-
press the unique features of the league to make 
it more appealing for players to share with oth-
ers. Lastly, emotional mo-
tivation occurs when or-
ganizations or their prod-
ucts evoke strong customer 
emotions. The key to get-
ting people to talk about a 
product is getting them to 
feel passionate about it 
(Phillips et al, 2013). 
Reviews are one 
way customers can share 
their opinions online. Ac-
cording to Moriuchi 
(2016), positive product 
reviews can lead to an in-
crease in page views 
online, and potentially an 
increase in product purchases. Just one positive 
review may cause the number of purchases to 
increase by as much as 10%, and with 50 re-
views, purchases can increase by 30% 
(Moriuchi, 2016). Reviews are also beneficial 
because they allow the content on an organiza-
tion’s web page to remain more fresh and rele-
vant. Freshness of page content is one of Goog-
le’s algorithmic factors. Webpages with recent 
reviews will be more likely to appear on a 
Google search, and higher placement on 
Google searches can potentially increase the 
number of page views for that site. LSL pro-
vides a place for reviews on their Facebook 
page, however it is used infrequently. Only six 
reviews have been posted since the page was 
created in 2014, with the last review posted in 
2016 (Legends Sports Leagues, 2018a). The 
LSL website also includes a “Legends Feed-
back” tab (Figure 7) that allows participants to 
send emails directly to league officials through 
the site (Legends Sports Leagues, n.d.-b). 
Videos are another effective way for an 
organization to promote site traffic and pur-
chases. According to the 2018 Video in Busi-
ness Benchmark Report (Vidyard, 2018), 90% 
of customers believe videos help them in their 
buying decisions and 64% say watching a video 
makes them more likely to buy a particular 
product. Legends already has promotional vide-
os for three of their sports (baseball, basketball, 
and youth basketball), but they want to create 
an additional video for pickleball. There are 
some general guidelines to follow when creat-
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Figure 7.  Feedback page on the LSL website (Legends Sports 
Leagues, n.d.-b). 
 ing a promo-
tional video. 
Legends 
should keep 
their video 
short, because 
according to 
Vidyard’s 
Benchmark 
Report (2018), 
76% of videos 
produced by 
businesses last 
year were less 
than two 
minutes long (Figure 8). Further, 59% of peo-
ple will watch all of a 90 second video, where-
as only 14% will watch all of a 30 minute vid-
eo. The pickleball video is a platform for Leg-
ends to use the four C’s to show potential play-
ers the value of Legends Sports Leagues.  
 
Sponsorships for not-for-profit      
organizations 
 
 All not-for-profits depend on a variety 
of sources for their revenue, and capital may 
come from corporate, individual, or govern-
ment sponsorships (Young, Wilsker & 
Grinsfelder, 2010). These donors provide 
funds, in the form of right fees (money given to 
the organization in return for advertising their 
brand) or equipment to the organization. In ex-
change, the sponsored organization can use the 
image of the sponsoring organization to define, 
enhance, or even re-establish their brand 
through consumer perception (Farrelly, Quester 
& Burton, 2006). Sponsorships allow a not-for-
profit organization to have a healthy mix of 
funding to support their operations. Nonethe-
less, for donors to offer support, they will want 
to see some return on investment in this ar-
rangement.  To ensure that this relationship is 
mutually beneficial, the nonprofit should aim 
to satisfy the sponsors. 
Legends Sports Leagues has had sever-
al different sponsors, but the Northern Virginia 
organization has concluded that the return is 
not worth the effort. Cultivating and retaining 
sponsors requires time and effort, and while it 
may be beneficial for some organizations, Leg-
ends currently only has one sponsor: Glory 
Days Bar & Grille (personal communication, 
October 22, 2018). That sponsoring organiza-
tion is owned by a Legends player, which made 
the process less of a burden. So, while other 
not-for-profit organizations could benefit from 
sponsorships in other locations, Legends Sports 
Leagues is not actively pursuing sponsors. 
Opportunity to grow through 
franchising 
 
According to the International Franchising As-
sociation (IFA), franchising is a process to ex-
pand a business and distribute goods and ser-
vices through a licensing relationship (Figure 
9).  More specifically, the franchisor (person or 
company that provides the license to a third 
party for conducting business using their trade-
mark and trade 
name) should not 
just indicate the 
products or services 
that will be offered 
by the franchisees 
(the person or com-
pany who is granted 
the license by the 
franchisor to do busi-
ness), but it should 
also share its entire 
operational system, marketing and training 
manuals and provide developmental support. 
This is the most common type of franchising, 
known as Business Format Franchising (IFA, 
n.d.). 
Franchising has become popular in 
many industries like automotive and business 
services, food, health and fitness, retail prod-
ucts and services, and more. Franchising mod-
els are cost-saving for a franchisee wishing to 
enter into a business and comparatively easy to 
manage for an expanding company. They de-
velop a working model that can be applied 
worldwide but also provide the required tools 
and support for the franchisees to have the abil-
ity to maintain the company’s brand and quali-
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Figure 8.  Typical promotional video 
length of business (Vidyard, 2018). 
Figure 9.  Franchise model layout (Wylie, 
2018). 
 ty standards, thus ensuring customer satisfaction 
(Collins, 2014). McDonald's, KFC, Subway, 
and Pizza Hut are all examples of successful 
restaurant franchises, as the menu items at each 
location are consistent in quality and price all 
over the world. 
Franchising, in general, offers ad-
vantages as well as disadvantages to business 
owners who wish to expand their operations. 
Before making a decision, the franchisor must 
weigh the benefits and costs. The main ad-
vantages are easy expansion capital, access to 
talented people, and minimized growth risk 
(Shane, 2013). Since franchisees must make an 
initial investment to buy an outlet, franchisors 
can increase the number of locations without 
having to invest their own capital or requiring 
financing solutions from investors or banks. In 
addition, provided that the company’s business 
model is good, the franchisor should have to 
invest significantly less capital in each location, 
and there is a good possibility of high returns 
with considerably less risk financial risk 
(Arthur, 2016). These returns, which usually 
come in the form of royalties, are significantly 
higher than what a business owner would earn 
by opening new locations alone. Royalties allow 
the company to cover the costs of the services 
provided to the franchisees. Finally, an im-
portant advantage of franchises is that they give 
business owners the opportunity to find talented 
people who are qualified and willing to work 
hard in order to build their franchise, since they 
will have the incentive to make their business 
profitable for them as well. 
Nonetheless, the franchising business 
model also has some major disadvantages, in-
cluding reduced control over managers and po-
tential innovation challenges. In particular, 
since franchisees are independent businesses, 
they might have goals that conflict with the 
franchisor’s goals. Business owners get royal-
ties based on the sales of each franchise where-
as franchisees benefit solely from the profit that 
they make. These conflicting interests would 
need to be addressed. Moreover, introducing 
and applying innovations is considerably more 
difficult in the franchising business. Since they 
are independent entities, the franchisor must 
first negotiate and try to persuade the fran-
chisees to accept the innovation. Overall, if the 
advantages outweigh the disadvantages then 
franchising might be a good solution for the 
business owner (Shane, 2013). 
McGrow Consulting is helping Legends 
to develop the strategy and legal documentation 
to assist in their franchising effort. As part of 
this effort, Leg-
ends has identi-
fied three other 
big recreational 
sports leagues 
that have adopt-
ed a franchising 
approach: i9 
Sports, N Zone 
Sports, and Hi-
Five Sports. 
Since these 
leagues have 
successfully cre-
ated franchises, we can learn from how they op-
erate. We found that all three have had an aver-
age increase of five to eight franchises per year 
since they began to franchise. i9 Sports, which 
began franchising in 2003, has started to experi-
ence a relative decrease in their expansion effort 
over the past three years. In contrast, the other 
two sports leagues appear to have had consistent 
growth since they began their franchising ef-
forts. We also discovered that all three leagues 
have comparatively similar franchising fees that 
are in the range of $20,000 to $30,000. The ini-
tial investment to buy a franchise in one of the 
three leagues fluctuates from $30,000 to 
$600,000 in some cases. Likewise, the liquid 
cash requirement to own such a franchise, an 
important aspect to keep the company running 
in a case of an emergency, is between $20,000 
and $50,000. Royalty fees, a vital source of in-
come for franchisors, are between 7.5% and 
9.0% for the recreational leagues we examined. 
In addition, all three of the franchises offer dis-
count deals up to 50% for veterans, Only one 
franchise offers in-house financing solutions 
(Table 2). 
We also visited the websites of N Zone 
Sports (2018) and i9 Sports (2018) which pro-
vide plenty of information for potential fran-
chisees. We found that all of these franchisors 
provide introductory videos explaining their 
franchising plans. Among other important de-
tails, these videos discuss the importance of 
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Table 2.   Financial data for similar sports franchises (personal communi-
cation, November 2, 2018). 
 helping franchisees reach their personal and 
financial goals through step-by-step marketing 
strategies. These videos not only save time for 
the franchisors, who would have had to explain 
the details with each potential franchisee, but 
also help those interested get a sample of how 
franchising functions within the leagues. Final-
ly, all of these leagues provide training sessions 
for franchisees that allow them to understand 
how to develop their businesses. Franchisees 
will have the opportunity to learn about market-
ing strategies, such as cooperating with 
schools, advertising at public events, and at-
tracting sponsors, which they can apply to their 
operations. Details on advertising methods such 
as optimizing the website in potential franchi-
see searches are provided. In addition, although 
we could not locate much information on reve-
nue, the main sources of revenue for the fran-
chisees seem to originate mainly from registra-
tion fees, sponsor advertisements, and local 
partners in the form of sponsors. Franchisees 
are strongly recommended to utilize consumer 
lifestyle segmentation, like Mosaic USA, to 
locate behavioral, geographic, psychographic 
and demographic trends that will not only make 
interactions with potential customers more 
meaningful but will also make their business 
successful (Lake, 2018). 
 
Best practices and steps for 
developing training materials 
 
 Legends Sports Leagues needs to create 
training materials in order to inform potential 
franchisees on how to operate a Legends fran-
chise. Mark Siebert, CEO and Senior Franchise 
Consultant for iFranchise Group, Inc. states 
that no task is as important for a new franchisor 
as that of training (2005). He also states that the 
most important piece of a training program, and 
the first step, is the operations manual, as it acts 
as the franchisee’s textbook. The franchisor 
should include specific instructions on how to 
operate their business and what the expecta-
tions are for performance. Details may include: 
instructions for any equipment or software a 
franchisee is expected to use; health and safety 
rules and standards; staff hiring and training 
guidelines; marketing details; and, examples of 
best practices (Peleva, 2016). It is important to 
write the operations manual in a technical writ-
ing style designed to quickly and clearly pro-
vide information so that even a franchisee with 
no industry experience, or related skills, will 
learn the franchise’s operations. 
Dani Peleva (2016) argues that although 
operations manuals should be informative, they 
should not allow franchisees to use the infor-
mation to form their own independent compa-
ny. Further, a professional should edit and re-
view each chapter once it is written, but having 
a professional write the entire manual is coun-
terproductive and expensive as contracted writ-
ers do not know the organization well enough. 
It is better to first identify experts on the topic 
within the company and have them outline the 
table of contents and develop content relevant 
to their expertise before a professional revision. 
Additionally, a franchisor should avoid show-
ing a potential franchisee their operations man-
ual until after the franchisee has signed a confi-
dentiality agreement. It is good practice to pro-
vide a potential franchisee with a copy of the 
operations manual after they sign this agree-
ment, because it will help them make a fully 
informed decision on their fit (Peleva, 2016). 
 Marla Rosner (2018), a Senior Training 
Consultant at MSA Worldwide stresses the im-
portance of precise wording in a franchise oper-
ations manual. The material should be reviewed 
by others to ensure that there is no ambiguity 
over responsibilities. The operations manual 
should be user-friendly and exclude words like 
“heretofore,” “thereafter,” and “shall.” An op-
erations manual with a legal tone could inad-
vertently provoke negative connotations around 
the culture the franchisor is trying to convey. 
Rosner (2018) states that there should be a dis-
tinction between requirements (musts and may 
nots) and suggestions (mays and shoulds) in the 
operations manual. 
 Before composing a training manual, 
Mary L. Lanigan (2010) suggests first complet-
ing a front-end analysis, dividing the training 
content into chapters, and preparing a 
stylesheet for  consistency. When drafting a 
training manual, Lanigan suggests that material 
should be “chunked” into short paragraphs, sec-
tions, or bulleted lists, given in logical order 
and connected through transitional devices. 
Chunking makes the information more readable 
and less overwhelming to the reader, or trainee. 
The materials are easier to read when the writer 
uses active voice, provides enough white space 
between chunks, and includes images and bul-
lets that provide examples, definitions, steps, 
and other detailed information. Screen captures 
of processes or flowcharts prove to be helpful 
visual aids. Practice exercises and feedback 
throughout a training manual is also helpful. 
Lanigan (2010) also suggests usability tests to 
ensure that the training manual is fully func-
tional. 
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  Benjamin Gertz (2017) suggests that an 
instructional design model, such as ADDIE, 
will provide further consistency and direction to 
the overall training program (Figure 10). The 
Combating Trafficking in Persons (CTIP) Pro-
gram Management Office (2015) explains that 
each phase of the ADDIE Framework leads to 
outcomes that directly influence the next phase. 
Organizations are asked to plan their training 
program by identifying their learning goals, tar-
get audience, and mode of delivery before de-
signing, developing, and evaluating the content 
of their program. Through the development of a 
training manual, we hope to provide fu-
ture franchisees with the information 
needed to operate a Legends Sports 
Leagues franchise. In what follows, we 
overview the methods we used to devel-
op the training manual, marketing mate-
rials, and recommendations, drawing on 
the principles and best practices dis-
cussed in this chapter. 
 
 
 Development of franchising 
and marketing materials: 
Methods and results 
 
 The purpose of this project was to help 
Legends Sports Leagues (LSL) develop market-
ing materials and recommendations for expan-
sion. To accomplish this goal, we addressed 
four objectives, using a range of research meth-
ods (Figure 11). 
 
 
      
Objective 1: Examine how 
Legends operates 
 
 Our first objective was to examine how 
LSL currently operates in Northern Virginia. 
We used the information acquired under this 
objective to develop the franchisee training 
manual (see Objective 4). 
To examine how LSL operates, we con-
ducted preliminary background research 
through the organization’s website and key op-
erational documents, reporting on that 
knowledge in the previous 
background section. Once on-
site, we expanded our research, 
conducting interviews and re-
viewing additional materials 
we did not have access to pre-
viously. We needed to know 
how LSL operates each season 
and associated events from be-
ginning to end. 
We obtained most of the infor-
mation we needed in discus-
sions with LSL’s President and 
Chief Commissioner, Ron Cor-
tese. We also interviewed other 
members of the Board of Di-
rectors and the League Com-
missioners, questioning them 
about the organization’s opera-
tion and plans for franchising. 
We began each interview by 
reading a preamble that ex-
plained the nature of the re-
search, soliciting the participants’ consent and 
explaining their right to review our reports prior 
to publication (see Supplemental Materials B). 
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Figure 10.   The ADDIE instructional design model 
(Gertz, 2017; CTIP Program Management Office, 
2015).  
Figure 11. Objectives and methods.   
 For the complete set of interview scripts with 
senior members of LSL, see Supplemental Ma-
terials C-G. 
Ron Cortese manages the majority of 
the league operations himself, but has assis-
tance from the Board of Directors and Com-
missioners, as needed. Cortese provided us 
with key information and documents regarding 
LSL’s operation. One of these documents was 
the Training Curriculum Outline (Supplemental 
Materials H) which, along with our conversa-
tions with Cortese, helped shape the table of 
contents of the Franchisee Training Manual. 
The training manual is proprietary, so we only 
summarize the contents below. For the cover 
page and table of contents of the Franchisee 
Training Manual, see Supplemental Materials I. 
The Legends website is the heart of its 
operations, and LSL anticipates that setting up 
a website will be one of the first tasks under-
taken by each new franchise. LSL’s current 
website was set up through LeagueAthletics,    
a complete online sports management system. 
LeagueAthletics provides scheduling, 
management, and registration tools, an 
online store, and a mailing list. Cortese 
walked us through the online management 
tools he uses to operate LSL. In Fairfax, 
VA, Legends obtains permits for the fields 
and facilities through the County, but we 
learned that the process might be different 
in other locations. 
Before each season, LSL and the 
league commissioner specifically, must 
handle tasks including announcing and 
closing player registration, creating teams, 
ordering and distributing uniforms, creat-
ing the schedule, and attending opening 
night. We interviewed several of LSL’s 
senior members about how they order and dis-
tribute uniforms. Stephanie Best, Little Leg-
ends Commissioner, told us that LSL obtains 
all uniforms from the same vendor. LSL orders 
the number of uniforms based on prior registra-
tion numbers for the league. Players can order 
uniforms with customized numbers and sizes, 
and teams can order their own team uniforms. 
LSL’s Secretary, Amy Farabow, described LSL 
as personalized, and when uniform distribution 
happens at the Legends Office, parents and 
players use that time to ask questions about 
LSL. 
Figure 12 further outlines the tasks as-
sociated with the operation of the sports 
leagues, including what happens during the 
regular season and post-season. LSL organizes 
and hosts tournaments and events in addition to 
operating the sports leagues. Some of the 
events LSL offers include a 3v3 basketball 
tournament, an annual party, and Hall of Fame 
inductions. Players nominate other LSL players 
for the Hall of Fame and then the current Hall 
of Famers vote on which nominees to induct. 
The inductees get a plaque and a red jacket, 
along with their picture posted on the website 
(Figure 13). LSL is involved with charity 
events that include Jr. NBA, Home Run Derby, 
Pitch Hit and Run, and more because Cortese 
believes it is important to get involved with lo-
cal youths and give back to the community. 
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Figure 12. Associated tasks for the operation of LSL. 
Figure 13. Hall of fame players from 2017. 
 Objective 2: Identify best  
marketing practices 
 
 Our second objective was to identify the 
best marketing practices for recreational sports 
leagues. We compared LSL’s marketing prac-
tices to our findings, which informed our final 
recommendations and deliverables. 
We addressed Objective 2 through a lit-
erature review on the best practices in market-
ing, focusing on word of mouth advertising and 
promotional video production. We followed 
with research on the growth and marketing 
strategies for franchising of three competitive 
organizations that had successfully franchised, 
all of which had an average increase of five to 
eight franchises per year: Hi-Five Sports, based 
in San Francisco, California; N Zone Sports, 
based in Tampa, Florida; and, i9 Sports, based 
in Riverview, Florida. We reviewed these or-
ganizations’ websites to identify available mar-
keting or franchising documents and any exist-
ing advertising materials. We contacted each of 
the sports organizations and received several 
documents that we used as references. Some of 
these documents were also useful for McGrow 
Consulting, a company LSL hired to be its fran-
chise consultant, as they had responsibility for 
the marketing strategies and the additional doc-
uments LSL needed for its franchisees. 
        As noted in our background section, suc-
cessful marketing of a recreational sports league 
depends on many variables. More specifically, 
the organization must understand the perceived 
value of their product in meeting the customer 
needs and wants by weighing a variety of fac-
tors, such as the level of competition, conven-
ience, and communication. By addressing the 
potential customers’ wants and needs, the or-
ganization’s marketing plan has a better chance 
to succeed. 
        Hi-Five, N Zone, and i9 Sports all have 
fully developed franchising websites that pro-
vide introductory information about their fran-
chising opportunity. Videos and downloadable 
marketing brochures provide further infor-
mation on the organizations’ revenue model, 
start-up process, benefits, and frequently asked 
questions, as well as why customers should 
choose their organization. Franchisors want to 
provide potential franchisees with enough infor-
mation to captivate interest, but not enough to 
steal their business model, as evident by the in-
formation available to us through these organi-
zations’ websites. 
The marketing brochures of i9 Sports 
(Supplemental Materials J) and Hi-Five Sports 
(Supplemental Materials K) revealed that both 
organizations have a methodical way of con-
ducting business, and have managed to stream-
line their operations to facilitate the franchisees 
in setting up their new business. Each league 
requests an initial investment fee from the fran-
chisee. In return, the league provides the train-
ing and support that is necessary for the busi-
ness model of the franchisee to succeed. Be-
sides providing an operations manual to guide 
the franchisee through every step of the process, 
the companies also provide an extensive and 
comprehensive yearlong training program 
where new franchisees will go through every 
detail of the operation with experienced league 
officials. The reason why this program is of-
fered is to educate the franchisees about the 
business model and to prevent them from re-
peating the same mistakes, saving them valua-
ble time and capital. The leagues have a large 
number of employees, either working part-time 
for them or as volunteers, allowing them to of-
fer ongoing support and customer service, such 
as all-inclusive franchise management software, 
a customer service center, business coaches and 
even graphic designers to help streamline and 
make the business model profitable for the fran-
chisee. 
According to their marketing brochures, 
both leagues have developed a set of business 
practices they share with new franchisees that 
make the business affordable and easy to oper-
ate. This home-based business model allows 
franchisees to initiate and operate a league 
while working at another job. In addition, the 
organizations design business practices to keep 
staffing requirements and administrative costs 
as low as possible. They also order supplies on 
an as-needed basis, thus requiring minimal in-
ventory, but also, due to the leagues’ vendor 
relationships, franchisees can get preferred pric-
ing on the supplies required. 
In comparing LSL to the two established 
organizations who have had success franchis-
ing, we found that LSL has not developed all 
the components these organizations provide to 
their franchisees because LSL is still in the ear-
ly stages of franchising. It may be challenging 
for LSL to franchise initially, as it lacks the ex-
perience, staffing, and name recognition that the 
other competitive organizations are experienc-
ing. The consulting company that LSL has hired 
will help start the franchising process. In con-
trast to the other leagues who have been in the 
franchising business for at least 3 years (see 
background section), LSL has only just started 
their efforts to apply the franchising model in 
its operation. In addition, LSL has just started 
the development process of an informational 
website, video, and marketing brochure similar 
to the ones that these organizations provide. 
LSL’s training program is also in development; 
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 however, it needs tremendous detail, as LSL 
does not currently have the staff to provide 
franchisees with ongoing support like its com-
petitors do. The other organizations have both 
an extensive training program, as well as ongo-
ing customer support service to ensure that 
their franchisees are successful. Nonetheless, 
LSL has already developed a set of logos for 
the individual sports offered which players are 
starting to recognize as well as promotional 
videos for the baseball and basketball leagues.   
 
Objective 3: Evaluate LSL’s 
growth, marketing, and operation 
 
 Our third objective was to evaluate 
LSL’s growth, marketing strategies and materi-
als, and operation. We used the data collected 
under this objective to inform our final recom-
mendations and deliverables. 
To address Objective 3, we interviewed 
eight key stakeholders who provided infor-
mation on how LSL markets its league mem-
berships and how it might improve. We inter-
viewed members of the Board of Directors and 
other senior members of LSL (Supplemental 
Materials C-G), including the Vice President 
and Golf League Organizer, Joyce Eaby; the 
Secretary, Amy Farabow; and the Little Leg-
ends commissioner, Stephanie Best. We inter-
viewed three current players (Supplemental 
Materials L-N) who provided information on 
LSL from players’ perspectives. We also asked 
the players if they had any suggestions for 
ways to improve the current operations of the 
leagues, including their ideas about marketing 
and communication. Given our concerns about 
the status of the golf league and future expan-
sion of the pickleball league, we were careful 
to interview and survey those involved in those 
two sports leagues. In interviews, we asked 
golf league participants their opinions on why 
they thought the golf league was struggling to 
grow like the other Legends leagues, and what 
ideas they had to improve marketing and in-
crease membership. We interviewed Legends 
pickleball players to learn the marketing strate-
gies and materials LSL used to attract players, 
and to identify suggestions to build on the suc-
cess of the first season. 
In addition to the in-
terviews, we conducted an 
anonymous online survey of 
the 8,172 current and former 
players, officials, and parents 
on the LSL mailing list 
(6,487 in basketball, 1,474 in 
baseball, 169 in pickleball, 
and 42 in golf). The survey 
included 41 questions with a 
mix of closed and open-
ended questions on a variety 
of topics, including how re-
spondents found out about 
LSL and their opinions 
about marketing and promo-
tion. The survey opened on November 1, 2018 
and closed on November 16, 2018; 235 were 
completed. The survey (Supplemental Materi-
als O) was more standardized than our general 
interviews, and allowed us to reach more peo-
ple in a shorter amount of time. In addition, we 
examined existing data on LSL participation 
for each season and sport. We looked for simi-
larities that emerged across the interviews, sur-
veys, and participation data. 
Participation trends 
 
 In our effort to evaluate LSL’s growth, 
we analyzed the total number of registrations 
and broke the numbers down based on the 
sports and divisions offered. At first glance, 
registration data suggests that LSL has grown 
steadily since its start, growing from 204 regis-
trations in 2006 to 2,756 registrations in 2017 
(Figure 14). 
 
 
Nonetheless, while total participation 
continues to grow, growth in participation by 
sport varies. Baseball was the first LSL sport in 
2006. Participation grew in the baseball league 
until it reached a peak of 541 registrations in 
2015. It decreased for the next two years, and 
the participation for 2017 was down to 479 
registrations (Figure 15). Results from our sur-
vey showed that, of the 65 respondents who 
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Figure 14. Total registrations per year across all LSL. 
 rated their satisfaction with LSL baseball, 56 
(86.2%) were either somewhat or extremely sat-
isfied.  
Basketball, LSL’s second sport, also 
started in 2006 (Figure 16). The growth of Leg-
ends basketball has fluctuated slightly, with 
a noticeable decrease in 2013. This decrease 
was partly due to the discontinuation of the 
summer league, which had 76 participants 
the previous summer. Additionally, partici-
pation in the fall 2013 season was down 81 reg-
istrations from the previous fall. The basketball 
participation increased in 2017, mainly due to 
the addition of weeknight and summer leagues, 
which accounted for 288 registrations com-
bined. 
Youth basketball started in 2012, with 
over 400 players in its first year. Youth basket-
ball has been following a steady trend of 
growth, and the participation was up to 1,000 
players in 2017 (Figure 17). Golf began in the 
fall of 2016 with 24 players, then had 48 play-
ers in 2017; remaining at 24 players for both the 
spring and fall of that year. Registration num-
bers dropped to 16 in the spring 2018 season, 
before LSL cancelled the fall 2018 season. 
Pickleball, the newest LSL sport, began in 2018 
and totaled 162 participants as of the start of the 
winter season in December 2018. 
 
Marketing and communication 
 
 In our interviews with LSL’s senior 
members, we asked questions about any mar-
keting materials or strategies they use. Almost 
all of the interviewees believed that word of 
mouth was a major reason for LSL’s growth 
(Table 3). LSL does not put a major emphasis 
on other marketing strategies because they be-
lieve word of mouth is so effective. 
Joyce Eaby explained in her interview 
that LSL had tried social media and Google ad-
vertisements in the past, but they were relative-
ly ineffective. Cortese sends emails to the mail-
ing list to notify the players that registrations 
are open for new seasons. There are “Register 
Here” buttons on the website to direct website 
visitors to the registration pages for each sport. 
Cortese posted information about LSL’s winter 
pickleball season on the Facebook page “DMV 
Pickleball,” which is a public group for pickle-
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Table 3. Interviewees’ quotes suggesting word of mouth is a big reason for growth.  
Figure 17. Youth basketball registrations per 
year in LSL.  
Figure 15. Baseball registrations per year 
in LSL.  
Figure 16. Adult basketball registrations per 
year in LSL.  
 ball in the Washington, DC, Maryland, and 
Virginia area that had 246 members as of 
December 2018. Our team attended several 
Legends pickleball games on 
three different nights and ob-
served the number of spectators 
and marketing materials pre-
sent. The only marketing mate-
rials were Legends pickleball t-
shirts that were distributed at 
the gym. We observed the 
shirts worn by a few players on 
later nights. 
In addition to the pick-
leball t-shirts, LSL has uni-
forms for their other sports 
leagues. Basketball and base-
ball both have uniforms avail-
able with the Legends script 
on the front. We saw that LSL 
had a banner for pickleball at 
the start 2018, however, that banner was 
not present at any of the fall pickleball 
games we attended. LSL also has logos 
for each of their four sports leagues. Both 
adult and youth basketball, and adult base-
ball have promotional videos posted on 
the LSL website and YouTube channel. 
LSL does not currently have many mar-
keting materials in addition to these uni-
forms, logos, and videos. 
Through our interviews, we dis-
covered that the first participants in LSL’s 
history came from an advertisement in the 
Vienna Presbyterian Church’s bulletin. 
LSL has developed different forms of 
communication, including a website and 
mailing list, to recruit participants to the 
league. The survey revealed that most of 
the 235 respondents found out about LSL’s dif-
ferent sports leagues through the website 
(46.4%), email (30.1%) and word of mouth 
(43%), which are the same means of communi-
cation surveyed participants said they use to 
stay informed about league activities (Figure 
18 and Figure 19). 47 respondents said they 
knew about the golf league, and 69 said they 
knew about the pickleball league. The most 
common response for how they found out 
about those leagues was through email (24 and 
29, respectively). This data may reflect partici-
pants’ preferences for information but the fact 
that Legends mostly uses the website, email, 
and word of mouth for communication likely 
has a strong influence. The majority of partici-
pants do not use the mobile app, blog, or Face-
book page, which could also reflect the absence 
of updated postings and difficulty of the mobile 
interface. 
Furthermore, we asked survey partici-
pants an open-ended question about their frus-
trations with the 
website and any 
suggestions they 
had for improve-
ment. Out of the 
235 respondents, 
39 answered this 
question. Upon 
conducting a con-
tent analysis, six 
types of suggested 
improvements 
emerged, includ-
ing making the 
navigation easier, 
updating the site 
more often, mak-
ing the website 
material more mo-
bile friendly, im-
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Figure 18. How participants found out about each individual 
LSL respectively.   
Figure 19. How participants stay informed about league activities.    
 proving the overall aesthetic, adding more play-
er statistics, and making sure the information is 
more consistent. Figure 20 shows that 18 
(46.2%) thought the website could be easier to 
navigate and nine (23.1%) thought it could be 
updated more frequently. 
We asked survey participants who 
had played in other sports leagues (n=94) 
to provide us with general suggestions for 
LSL improvement based on their experi-
ence. Out of the 94 respondents we asked 
this question to, 60 answered. Upon con-
ducting a content analysis, we identified 
six general improvements. Figure 21 
shows that, of the number of respondents 
who mentioned suggestions, 25 (41.7%) 
suggested better organization, 14 (23.3%) 
suggested that the competition could be 
more balanced, and 10 (16.7%) suggested 
that the cost could improve based on their 
experience with other leagues. 
Why Legends? 
 
 In our survey, we asked the 235 re-
spondents why they chose to join Legends 
Sports Leagues, and 156 answered the question. 
We made the question closed-ended with 
seven options, and allowed the 
respondents to choose all the op-
tions that applied. Figure 22 
shows that 135 of the 156 re-
spondents (86.5%) indicated rea-
sons relating to competition; 
consisting of playing with people 
of similar skill level and using 
the league as a competitive out-
let. 124 (79.5%) of the respond-
ents indicated reasons regarding 
the social aspect of LSL, includ-
ing joining because their friends 
were in the league. Furthermore, 
87 (55.8%) respondents indicat-
ed that they joined for the exer-
cise and 66 (42.3%) joined to play the 
sports they played when they were 
younger. Our interviews and pickleball video 
testimonials suggested similar reasons as to 
why players joined LSL, with several partici-
pants indicating that LSL is a great opportunity 
to play and have fun with family and friends in 
a friendly, but competitive, atmosphere. 
We compared the data above to an open
-ended survey question regarding participants’ 
favorite parts of LSL, and 83 people responded. 
Figure 23 shows that 29 (34.9%) said the social 
aspect and 26 (31.3%) said the competition lev-
el were their favorite parts, which are the same 
top two response categories for why partici-
pants joined the league. 23 respondents (27.7%) 
also indicated that they enjoy playing sports, 
which is another main reason participants 
joined LSL. The players we talked to also sug-
gested they had similar favorite parts of LSL. 
This data reveals that, as a whole, the same rea-
sons participants joined LSL are also their fa-
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Figure 20. Participants’ suggestions for web-
site improvement (63/235 respondents).  
Figure 21. Participants’ suggestions for general 
improvement.  
Figure 22. Main reasons why participants joined LSL 
(412 out of the 425 responses).  
 vorite parts of the organization. Through this, 
we know that those who joined LSL for the 
social aspect, competition, or enjoyment would 
most likely be satisfied with their choice over-
all. The data does not reveal if there are indi-
vidual cases where LSL did not meet a partici-
pant’s expectations. However, we can conclude 
that in general, LSL has created an organiza-
tion where people find their favorite parts to 
also be the reason they registered.  
Why is golf struggling? 
 
 One primary concern among LSL’s 
board members was whether the golf league 
should continue since it has been struggling 
with membership. Our interviews revealed that 
the time of day and the long duration of golf 
matches are the main reasons golf continues to 
struggle. Joyce Eaby, who organized the first 
golf season, stated, “The timing of [the golf 
league] is very challenging for people. People 
loved it, but [matches] were hard to get 
to” (personal communication, November 9, 
2018). Eaby was referencing the fact that golf 
matches are after work, so there is a lot of traf-
fic getting from work to the golf course. That 
makes it difficult to get a full match in after 
work, because it takes about two 
and a half hours to play. Since golf 
matches require a lot of time, week-
day matches were not popular, as 
most of the participants would have 
to leave work early, which they 
were unable or unwilling to do. This 
is especially true in the fall when it 
gets dark much earlier in the day. 
Easy access to golf courses was also 
a limitation because of traffic and 
tee time availability. 
In our survey, we specifical-
ly asked all golfers, including those 
who play for leisure, if they would play in 
LSL’s spring 2019 golf season. Figure 24 
shows that only 13 (17.3%) of the 75 respond-
ents who answered this question said they 
would be somewhat likely (12) or extremely 
likely (one) to play in the golf league. Most 
respondents (46.6%) said that they were ex-
tremely unlikely to participate because of the 
time commitment, participation cost, and a lack 
of interest (Figure 25). 
 Figure 18 shows that 43 
out of the 55 respondents who 
knew about the golf league found 
out about it through the website 
and email. This suggests that LSL 
was mainly trying to find golf 
players from within the league, 
but the survey also shows that 
very few people in the league are 
interested. This data could indi-
cate why golf has struggled to 
grow. 
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Figure 24. Likeliness of golfers to play in LSL’s 2019 golf 
season.  
Figure 25. Reasons why the golfers would not partici-
pate in the 2019 golf season.  
Figure 23. Participants’ favorite parts of LSL 
(102 out of 111 responses).   
 Ideas for improvement and growth 
 
 In our interviews with LSL’s board 
members and executives, we asked if they had 
any ideas for improvement and growth. Three 
interviewees indicated that LSL needs more 
people to help operate the league. Wayne Ste-
vens, Amy Farabow, and Rob Romo believe 
that commissioners for each sport would be 
beneficial for LSL. Stevens argued that the 
president needs to delegate responsibilities to 
avoid the perception among players that the 
president has control over every decision in the 
league. He suggested that a commissioner and 
deputy commissioner for the baseball league 
could handle questions and concerns, and that 
way there would not appear to be a conflict of 
interest. Stevens also suggested that the league 
could benefit from sponsors, but finding spon-
sors and additional funding for the league could 
be a full time job in itself. Farabow stated that 
if the league were to expand further, it would 
need more than one person to manage different 
areas. She believed that the structure of Little 
Legends was effective because Stephanie Best 
was the Commissioner, and Cortese only need-
ed to get involved if there was an issue that re-
quired his input. She recommended that the 
pickleball league follow the Little Legends 
structure and have its own commissioner. She 
emphasized there are a lot of details in manag-
ing a league, so the commissioner needs to be 
very organized, and a new commissioner would 
experience a steep learning curve. Romo noted 
that the former Pickleball Commissioner went 
to other pickleball venues to introduce and dis-
cuss LSL as part of the process of starting the 
league. Romo thought this ‘scouting’ was 
“extremely helpful” because pickleball is a very 
social sport and people like to put a face to a 
name, but that personal touch has been missing 
since the Pickleball Commissioner stepped 
down. Furthermore, pickleball registration 
numbers have declined since the commissioner 
stepped down, suggesting that the commission-
er role was helpful from a growth and market-
ing standpoint. 
The former Golf Commissioner and cur-
rent Vice President, Joyce Eaby, had an idea for 
a LSL general-purpose facility that could elimi-
nate the need for LSL to acquire permits for the 
use of local gyms and eradicate the problem of 
low quality facilities, as they would have their 
own facility. Although the total investment 
would be considerably high, the possible in-
crease in participation could eventually turn 
this idea into a profitable one. This location 
could also be a place for players to gather and 
spread word of mouth about the leagues in 
which they are involved. Consequently, a com-
munity can gradually build, which may also be 
useful for spreading the news about the league 
through word of mouth with outsiders. Addi-
tionally, this location would give LSL the op-
portunity to hold daily activities where 
the players could bring their families 
and socialize with other LSL players. 
Eaby shared an idea for an an-
nual All Legends Golf Classic that 
could be a fun tournament for all LSL 
participants and their friends and fami-
lies with prizes and raffles. This would 
not only help LSL increase their partic-
ipation numbers for the golf league but 
also help build an even bigger LSL 
community. Romo also suggested in-
troducing a new pickleball tournament to in-
crease participation in LSL events instead of 
increasing memberships in the sports leagues. 
The survey revealed that many partici-
pants considered it expensive to participate in 
the Legends leagues. Stevens’ suggested that 
letting people purchase their own uniforms as 
well as going to different umpire associations 
would help reduce costs. Stevens also thought 
that recruiting additional commissioners could 
help the organization focus more on attracting 
sponsors, which currently is not a priority for 
LSL, and sponsorships would help defray some 
of the costs. 
 
Objective 4: Develop franchising 
and marketing materials 
 
 The fourth objective of our project was 
to develop franchising and marketing materials 
for LSL. Excluding our recommendations, our 
project had five deliverables (Figure 26). We 
used the results described above, including our 
review of best practices, to shape our delivera-
bles. Throughout the design process, we con-
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Figure 26. Final deliverables of our project.  
 sulted with LSL, our advisors, and peers to re-
view the effectiveness and comprehensiveness 
of our materials. 
 
Pickleball logo 
 
 To help market LSL’s pickleball 
league, we produced two items: a logo and 
promotional video. The first item that 
we created was the LSL pickleball logo. 
We chose to create a logo for Legends 
pickleball because they needed a logo 
that matched their brand. LSL had al-
ready developed logos for their other 
sports’ marketing purposes, so we fol-
lowed their “L” design for consistency 
(Figure 27). Using Adobe Photoshop, 
we included a pickleball to represent the 
sport. We provided LSL with an array of color 
combinations (Supplemental Materials P) to 
choose from, and ultimately, the final choice 
was a green background with blue text (Figure 
28). The green represents the coloring of some 
pickleballs, while the blue text is a signature 
color associated with LSL. 
 
Great logos should be easily recogniza-
ble and identifiable, and leave a lasting impres-
sion that interests consumers. Our design al-
lows people familiar with other Legends sports 
to recognize that Legends pickleball is part of 
the same organization. The new logo will also 
make the pickleball website consistent with the 
other Legends sports websites. 
 
Pickleball promotional 
video 
 
 The second item we 
produced for LSL’s pickle-
ball league was the promo-
tional video, which was a key 
deliverable requested by our 
sponsor. We developed our 
video from our review of 
LSL’s previous videos and other recreational 
sports organizations’ promotional videos. We 
found that LSL’s previous videos had a popu-
lar musical track with slow motion clips of 
gameplay. In reviewing videos from i9 Sports, 
we found that participant testimonials and text 
callouts describing the league were key fea-
tures for promoting their brand. Promotional 
videos are a great way to attract an audience, 
so we designed our video to combine the best 
features from both of these sources. 
To create our video, we developed a 
draft storyboard that identified the types of 
content to include (testimonials, action shots, 
graphics, text callouts, and a musical track) 
and the sequence of these shots 
(Supplemental Materials Q). 
We filmed footage with a Go-
Pro HERO6 at the Legends 
pickleball games held in the 
fall 2018 season. We used vari-
ous Adobe software to produce 
the video, including: 
 Premiere; 
 After Effects; 
 Photoshop; 
 Media Encoder; and, 
 Audition. 
 
 Figure 29a allows viewers to get a 
sense of what, or who, they are about to watch 
in the opening sequence of our video. Action 
shots, such as the one in Figure 29b, showcase 
gameplay to help viewers quickly understand 
some of the basic motions of pickleball, while 
Figure 29e showcases a rally that gives view-
ers a longer clip of gameplay for reference. We 
decided to include player testimonials in our 
video, which not only give verbal insight into 
LSL’s pickleball league, but also allow view-
ers to see who can play in the league. We in-
cluded testimonials from a man (Figure 29c), a 
father and son (Figure 29d), and a woman 
(Figure 29f) to show the diversity of the partic-
ipants. Participants discussed how they found 
LSL’s pickleball league, what the league of-
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Figure 27. LSL’s pre-existing logos for two of their sports 
leagues.  
Figure 28. Legends pickleball league logos. 
 fers, and what they like about LSL. We added 
text callouts to emphasize LSL’s distinct quali-
ties that would appeal to potential players 
(Figure 29g). Figure 29h showcases pickleball 
players with their medals for winning the finals, 
which shows viewers that LSL remains some-
what competitive. To conclude the video, we 
provided viewers with a URL they can use to 
find more information or register for the league 
(Figure 29i). Since we included the pickleball 
logo in the video, viewers will associate the 
logo with LSL and were they to visit the web-
site, they would be able to recognize the logo 
from our video. 
 
Legends flyer and hashtag 
 
 In addition to the pickleball marketing 
materials, another deliverable LSL requested 
was a flyer for the Legends 2018 Annual Hall 
of Fame Party. The purpose of this flyer was the 
launching of a hashtag, as part of our social me-
dia recommendations. This marketing idea 
came about as an effort to build an online com-
munity for LSL through photo sharing and we 
made it in collaboration with our sponsor and 
advisors. It would be beneficial for LSL to start 
using social media to recruit new members and 
reach a wider audience. The hashtag is a great 
way to start marketing LSL on social media, as 
it does not require LSL to create an account, 
and essentially works the same as word of 
mouth, but digitally. Platforms like Instagram, 
Twitter, and Facebook allow posts to include 
hashtags and users to quickly search for posts 
and images associated with a specific hashtag. 
In addition to the hashtag, the flyer had infor-
mation for the basketball and pickleball activi-
ties planned in the near future (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30. Legends flyer for pickleball and basketball winter activities and the new hashtag.  
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a. Introduction to video.  b. Slow motion action shot.  c. First player testimonial.  
d. Father and son testimonial.   e. Gameplay of a rally.   f. Final player testimonial. 
g. Text callout of distinct LSL quality.    h. Players with medals.    i. Outro with logo and URL.    
Figure 29. Screenshots from the pickleball promotional video in the sequence that they appear.  
 Franchisee training manual 
 
Besides the marketing materials that 
could help LSL’s current growth and market-
ing, we were also tasked with producing fran-
chising materials for potential franchisees. The 
main deliverable of our project was the Fran-
chisee Training Manual. The manual introduces 
LSL and takes franchisees through the steps of 
operating their own LSL franchise. Chapters 
include: Homework/Planning; Start-up; Pre-
Season Kickoff; Regular Season; Post-Season; 
Tournaments and Events; and, Other infor-
mation. Key features of the manual include a 
cover page and table of contents (Figure 31), 
and informational screenshots to help fran-
chisees visually learn how to set-up their own 
LSL website through LeagueAthletics. Addi-
tional materials, such as bylaws and the code of 
conduct are included in a separate appendix. 
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Figure 31. Cover page and table of contents of the franchisee training manual.  
 Marketing brochure 
 
 In addition, we developed a mar-
keting brochure LSL can send to parties 
expressing interest in a franchise. The 
brochure will be the first item sent to 
someone inquiring about the LSL fran-
chising opportunity. The document’s 
purpose is to give interested people intro-
ductory knowledge of LSL before they 
pursue the opportunity any further. Fig-
ure 32 showcases the cover page of the 
marketing brochure, while Supplemental 
Materials R contains the contents. Simi-
lar to the brochures we examined from 
Hi-Five and i9 Sports, we included the 
following sections: 
 Introduction 
 Why Legends? 
 Legends Franchise 
 Our Ideal Franchisee 
 Financial Investments 
 Legends Opportunities 
 Legends Franchise Start-up 
Timetable 
 Cost to Start a Legends Fran-
chise 
 Frequently Asked Questions 
 Contact Us 
 
Conclusions and  
Recommendations 
 
 Legends Sports Leagues (LSL) is inter-
ested in expanding in Northern Virginia and 
across the country, and we contributed through 
the development of franchising and marketing 
materials. Additionally, we provided recom-
mendations to improve LSL’s operations and 
increase its marketing presence. Based on our 
analysis, we have six conclusions and several 
associated recommendations. 
 
1) LSL has limited staff, which may make 
expansion efforts challenging. 
 Our interviews and survey responses 
revealed that Ron Cortese has a large number 
of responsibilities. In increasing membership 
and adding franchising, it would be helpful to 
distribute some of the workload by appointing 
others to positions of responsibility. Three of 
our interviewees highlighted how a designated 
commissioner for each sport could help. For 
example, the individual commissioners could 
pick up some of the organizational and market-
ing responsibilities like finding venues for 
their leagues, updating the website and social 
media, and recruiting new players outside the 
league. We therefore recommend that LSL 
should consider appointing commissioners for 
each sport. 
 
2) LSL has not fully exploited social media 
for marketing. 
 Through our interviews and review of 
LSL’s marketing efforts, we found that LSL 
has not effectively exploited social media for 
marketing purposes. Although the organization 
has a Facebook page, it is not active. We rec-
ommend LSL recruit a volunteer to manage 
and update social media accounts across all 
platforms (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, etc.), 
or distribute this task amongst League Com-
missioners. 
 We also recommend that LSL intro-
duce the hashtag “#LegendsNVA” (Legends 
Northern Virginia). Hashtags are free and eco-
nomical in that they take little time and effort 
to create and maintain, unlike having a social 
media page. People can add hashtags to any 
social media post, which gets added to a col-
lection of other posts with that same hashtag. 
LSL could use the hashtag as a way to start 
spreading news about their organization on 
social media through participants in the league. 
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Figure 32. Cover page of the marketing bro-
chure document redesign.  
 3) Although the website and email are facili-
tating communication within the leagues, 
some members would like to see improve-
ments. 
 Survey respondents had several sugges-
tions to enhance the website, including making 
it easier to navigate and updating the schedule 
and games more frequently. Regarding website 
navigation, we recommend that LSL informs 
its users about bookmarking the web pages 
they have trouble finding. This would save us-
ers the trouble of navigating through the web-
site, as they could simply follow the link at the 
top of their browser instead. LSL could satisfy 
the want for more frequent updates by distrib-
uting tasks to additional commissioners as dis-
cussed above. Therefore, we recommend that 
LSL recruits several people to help maintain 
and update the website content. 
 
4) To expand the golf league, LSL may need 
to market beyond its current members. 
 Golf’s growth may depend on bringing 
in new players from outside the organization, 
since our survey results showed that the majori-
ty of respondents found out about the golf 
league through the mailing list (current mem-
bers), and the golfers we surveyed did not ex-
press interest in joining the golf league. There-
fore, we recommend that LSL markets to peo-
ple outside of the mailing list to obtain new 
members. They could focus on people who can 
play during the day, such as retirees or stay at 
home parents. LSL could put flyers in golf 
course clubhouses to attract interest from golf-
ers. 
 Golf still has potential to be successful 
despite its initial struggles. As an alternative, 
we also recommend that LSL organizes the All 
Legends Golf Classic event that Joyce Eaby 
mentioned, with the ability to bring in friends 
from outside the membership circle. This event 
would be an annual golf tournament for all 
members of the LSL community to have fun 
playing golf with their friends and family. Sim-
ilar to the Annual Hall of Fame party, this 
event could also have raffles and prizes. 
  
5) To reach a larger audience, LSL should 
share the pickleball promotional video be-
yond YouTube and the website. 
 LSL has its three other promotional vid-
eos (baseball and both youth and adult basket-
ball) on its YouTube channel and website. LSL 
should also share the pickleball promotional 
video to these platforms, but may find benefit 
in sharing it elsewhere as well. The target audi-
ence for the video should be people outside of 
the league. Therefore, we recommend that LSL 
shares the pickleball promotional video to local 
pickleball pages, such as “DMV Pickleball” on 
Facebook. This page was brought to our atten-
tion during our interview with Rob Romo. 
 
6) LSL is still in the early stages of franchis-
ing and could further review the best prac-
tices from other recreational sports fran-
chises. 
 Hi-Five Sports, N Zone Sports, and i9 
Sports have successfully franchised their recre-
ational sports organizations. I9 Sports provides 
franchisees with a training program spread over 
a year, a personal business coach for every 
franchisee, and a customer service center for 
franchisees and players to call with any ques-
tions. There is more detail about what each or-
ganization offers on their websites and in their 
marketing documents. Therefore, we recom-
mend that LSL reviews what these organiza-
tions provide to their franchisees, and imple-
ment what it can at this early stage of franchis-
ing. Since the recreational sports franchises de-
veloped their levels of staffing and support 
over several years, it would be beneficial for 
LSL to offer these services after gaining more 
franchising experience. Therefore, we also rec-
ommend that, in the future, LSL should devel-
op the services that these competitive organiza-
tions offer. 
 LSL has experienced constant growth in 
participation since it started back in 2006, 
which is a testament to its success. We hope 
that our contributions of deliverables and rec-
ommendations help LSL build on this success. 
We wish LSL the best of luck with their excit-
ing new franchising opportunity. 
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Supplemental Materials and Marketing Bro-
chure for this project may be found at https://
digitalcommons.wpi.edu/
studentprojectsandresearch/ by entering this 
report's title in the search bar. When the win-
dow appears, click on the appropriate project 
title and scroll down to "additional files". 
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